Discovery Assistant ‐ Near‐Duplicates
ImageMAKER Discovery Assistant is an eDiscovery processing software product designed to import and
process electronic and scanned documents suitable for exporting to Summation, Concordance, Ringtail,
and other industry leading case management products used for eDiscovery review.
Emails, spreadsheets, Office documents, Power Point presentations, PDF files, and HTML files are
itemized, de‐duplicated, searched, filtered, converted to images, assigned DocID’s and Bates Numbers,
contextually grouped by content, then exported as searchable text, metadata, native files, and TIFF or
PDF images.
The purpose of this article is to show how Discovery Assistant can be used to identify and group near‐
duplicate documents.
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What are nearduplicates?
Near‐duplicate documents are documents that contain contextually similar phrases or content, but are
not exact matches.
There are 3 recognized categories of near‐duplicate documents:
‐ Emails that grow as they go back and forth between two or more recipients.
‐ Duplicate scanned documents.
‐ Multiple document revisions.
Most e‐discovery processing software will identify documents that are exactly the same based on binary
comparisons using a calculated MD5 Hash value. However, there are relatively few products on the
market that will identify documents that are contextually close, but not exactly the same.
The ability to identify near‐duplicate documents from within a large data set requires extremely
advanced and sophisticated software algorithms.

Why identify nearduplicates?
If you can review documents grouped by content, then you can significantly improve the accuracy of the
review process, and significantly reduce review costs.

What types of nearduplicates does Discovery Assistant detect?
Discovery Assistant tracks two near‐duplicate document metrics:
1) Matched documents, where the phrases between the documents mostly match, and the
documents contain roughly equivalent number of words. These types of documents are
normally scanned documents, or document revisions. Matched documents can be detected
across different file formats, where the same documents can be stored in Word, PDF, email or
TIFF format.
2) Contained documents, where one document is mostly contained in another document. These
types of documents are typically email messages that grow as they are sent back and forth –
where the final email in the set is considered to be the document of greatest significance.

What are some uses for detecting NearDuplicates?
Listed below are some simple examples of uses for detecting near‐duplicate documents:
1) Batch identification of near‐duplicates. By grouping documents by context, the first‐pass review
can be done on a group basis, where all the documents in the group can be deemed responsive
or non‐responsive. By grouping like documents for review, fewer mistakes are made, and the
review process can be sped up.
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2) Improved review accuracy of relevant documents. Identification and grouping of similar
documents allows grouped documents to be reviewed at the same time by the same person.
3) Needle in the haystack type searches. What other documents are there in the document sets
that contain the same paragraphs or word contents? How many emails were sent out that
contain a version of the document in question? The search interface can be used to quickly
identify and review relevant matching documents.
4) Identification of Email Threads. Identify related email documents by content in order to
identify all the emails in a group. This way, missing emails can be detected, and only the
relevant final email messages need be reviewed.
5) Identification of duplicate scanned documents. Identical copies of the same scanned
document are not binary exact duplicates. The only automated way to identify duplicate
scanned documents is to run them through the near‐duplicate detection process.
6) Forensic searching. If documents have been altered slightly to avoid detection (stolen
documents), then Discovery Assistant can match the altered version back up with the original
through near‐duplicate document detection.
7) Version tracking. Documents that started as Word files, then got converted to PDF, and then
were printed and scanned, or emailed as HTML or Text, will all be grouped and marked as
similar.

What are the benefits of using Discovery Assistant to identifying near
duplicates?
Here are some simple uses for near‐duplicate detection that can save your company time and money.
1) Similar documents can be identified and grouped for review through the simple assignment of a
NearGroup ID number. The assignment of NearGroup ID’s can be run in batch mode, and takes
approximately 4 hours to process 50,000 documents (30% near‐duplicates found).
2) Near‐duplicates can be grouped and reviewed by the same reviewer. If the first document in the
group is non‐responsive, then all the documents in the group can likely also be deemed non‐
responsive.
3) Relationships between like documents can be identified. Relationship type information that can
be obtained includes identification of email threads, document revision time‐lines, and
identification of what sort of information was added/removed as the document was changed
over time (who knew what when).
4) If a document is of interest, then the reviewer can drill down through the Discovery Assistant
interface to look for other related documents in the data set that may not have met the
threshold match criteria, but that may still be of importance to the reviewer.
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5) Standard review tools like Concordance and Summation do not include support for finding and
identifying near‐duplicates. By identifying near‐duplicates at time of processing, this information
can be passed onto Concordance or Summation through the assignment of a NearGroup ID. The
Concordance/Summation user can then sort on NearGroup ID to find the other relevant
documents, as well as drill down to the individually listed Document ID’s if more exploration is
required.

How many near documents are there in an average document set?
Testing on our customer’s eDiscovery data, approximately 30% of processed eDiscovery files are near‐
duplicates. In other words, if you were to remove all the near‐duplicates, leaving only the original files,
you would reduce the number of documents in the set by 30%.
This 30% reduction can be achieved AFTER the removal of exact duplicates.

What is the underlying algorithm Discovery Assistant uses for finding
nearduplicates?
To find near‐duplicates, Discovery Assistant first indexes all the text from the documents in the set, then
programmatically searches the indexed database for matching phrases contained in the search
document. Candidate returned documents are then checked word for word against the search
document to determine the percentage match and percentage contained values.
The shortest search phrase length is 3 consecutive words, (corresponding to a precision of 3), but the
number of consecutive words can be extended to a much larger number in order to reduce the number
of false positives (noise) returned by the search process.
As the precision value is increased, the number of false positive documents returned for checking
decreases, and the time to search decreases. However, as the precision value increases, there is also a
greater risk that documents close to the acceptance threshold might get missed.
If the documents being searched originated as electronic documents, then a precision value of 12 seems
to give the best results (a search phrase length of 12 words). If the documents being searched originated
as scanned documents, and optically converted into text characters, then a precision value of 4 or 5 is
recommended, as this may be the only way to work around the OCR scan errors (every 10th word can be
incorrect).
Because some documents may contain boilerplate strings, Discovery Assistant near‐duplicate search
includes the capability to remove boilerplate strings from the search phrases. Users can provide their
own strings at time of search by adding them to the project boilerplate file.
The real power of Discovery Assistant near‐duplicate detection tool is its ability to search a complete set
of documents in batch mode, one document at a time. A typical near‐duplicate search time for a
document set of 50,000 documents is around 4 hours (30% near‐duplicates found).
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How do I search a PST file to find nearduplicates?
In order to identify all the near‐duplicates in a document set, the following procedure is followed:
1) Load the set of files to be searched into Discovery Assistant. The time required to load 50,000
documents (2Gig PST file) is approximately 2 hours to extract the files from the PST file, and 4
hours to extract the text and metadata from the files.
A single project (document set) can hold up to 500,000 documents (20 Gigs). The recommended
maximum size per project is 250,000 documents (10 Gigs).
At time of processing, PST files are broken down into MSG files and their nested attachments.
Zip files are expanded. Duplicate documents are identified using MD5Hash and are marked as
skipped.
If you are planning on exporting and reviewing the documents as TIFF files, then time should be
taken to TIFF the documents. Converting 50,000 documents to TIFF can take up to 24 hours.
Documents without text should be TIFF'ed and OCR'ed before being indexed to ensure that the
text from these documents is properly searchable.
Note: The term ‘OCR’ is short for ‘Optical Character Recognition’ – the process by which
documents are programmatically read and converted to text.
2) Create a near‐duplicate index. This takes the extracted text from all the documents in the set,
and indexes it. The time required to index the text from 50,000 records is about 1.5 hours.
3) Run a couple of searches on various test documents to confirm things are working. At this point
the user can play with the search phrase length (precision), and add in their candidate
boilerplate strings to be excluded from the search. Time required to search for all matching files
to a single document is about 6 seconds (assumes 10 or less matching documents). As the
number of matching documents returned goes up, so too does the search time per document.
4) Start up a Batch Near‐Duplicate search. Batch searching a 50,000‐document set can take about
4 hours.
5) If the search gets bogged down because too many documents contain the same phrases or
paragraphs, then you can refine the process by identifying boilerplate strings to be removed.
This way, every 10‐word email message with the same 100 word corporate disclaimer does not
get tagged as a near‐duplicate.
6) On completion of batch search, the results are loaded back into Discovery Assistant for review.
The set of NearGroup ID’s is written into the assigned UserField column. Users can then sort on
the NearGroup ID to identify and review the document groups.
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7) Export the NearGroup ID’s as a metadata field to Concordance, Summation, or Ringtail for
further review and follow‐up.

What sorts of NearDeduplication settings do I have control over?
Discovery Assistant provides a number of control parameters to help fine tune the near‐duplicate search
results.
Percentage match ‐ Threshold value for identifying what documents are similar.
Example: this document has 50% or more similar phrases to the following documents.
Percentage contained ‐ Threshold value for identifying what documents contain this document.
Example: this document is 90% contained in the following documents.
A document is marked as a near‐duplicate if the Percentage Match OR the Percentage Contained value is
greater than the threshold value. To turn off Percentage Contained checking, set the value to 0.
Precision ‐ This controls the length of the word phrase to search for. A precision of 3 means you are
looking for phrase lengths of 3 words at a time. A precision of 5 means you are looking for phrases
lengths of 5 words at a time. By increasing the precision, you reduce the number of ‘false positive’ hits –
speeding up the search process. Note: by increasing the precision, you may also miss a document that
has a one‐word difference every 5 words (documents that have been OCR’ed can have high error rates).
For electronic documents, we find that a precision value of 12 gives the best results. For OCR’ed
documents, a precision value of 5 gives the best results.
Removal of boilerplate strings ‐ If the near‐duplicate hit count goes too high for certain documents (for
instance, emails of 200 words or less that contain disclaimers at the end of more than 100 words), then
the user can add in boiler plate paragraphs that they would like to see removed from the search strings.
Removal of boilerplate strings from the search strings greatly improves the search time (time to process)
and improves the quality of the results – as the number of matching boilerplate containing documents is
reduced to just the relevant documents.
What files to include in the index ‐ Currently limited to the 'all files' tab. Files marked as skipped are not
added to the index. Future versions of the product will allow the user to create an index of ‘selected’
documents only.
What files to batch search ‐ Allows the user to specify what files to add to the batch search list. The user
currently has the choice of 'All files', 'selected files', or files in the current tab.
Advanced Settings:
There are a number of fine tuning controls discussed in the User Interface section that can set the upper
and lower ranges on number of documents retrieved, number of phrases to search for, etc.
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How does Discovery Assistant report nearduplicates to the end user?
Discovery Assistant is designed to process data for importation into a standard review tool, such as
Concordance or Summation.
Documents and email folders are loaded in at one end, and individual files, along with metadata, text,
and tiff images are exported out the other end.
A customizable NearGroup ID string identifies near‐duplicate documents, and that string can be exported
as a metadata field. The Concordance or Summation user can sort on the NearGroup ID field to identify
contextual groupings.
A standard NearGroup ID string for Document ID 0027 looks as follows:
NWD 0016:075%;0017:061%;0018:100%
The string can be interpreted as follows: For document 0027 in the NWD project, document 0016 is 75%
the same, document 0017 is 61% the same, and document 0018 is 100% the same.
Note: Strings are sorted in document ID order (not near‐duplicate order). If there is more than one
document that has document 0016 as a near‐duplicate, then sorting on the near‐duplicate strings will
result in grouping all these documents together – equivalent to assigning a Group ID that starts with
“NWD 0016…”
A standard final report summary from the batch process contains the following stats:
Stats:
36.8% unique
26.3% first instance of item with one or more near‐duplicates
36.8% near‐duplicates
‐‐‐
100.0%
Data size after near‐duplicate removal: 63.2%
Near‐Duplicates Groupings:
36.8% are unique (no matches)
53.2% have between 1 and 5 matches
5.0% have between 6 and 10 matches
4.0% have between 11 and 15 matches
0.9% have between 16 and 20 matches
0.0% have between 21 and 25 matches
0.0% have between 26 and 30 matches
0.0% have between 31 and 40 matches
0.0% have between 41 and 50 matches
0.1% have more than 50 matches
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Have some group relationship: 63.2%

Note: if the end user wants to drill down further into the inner workings of near‐duplicate matching,
there is a very complete user interface that can be used to analyze the near‐duplicate data further. The
interface includes a sorted list of near‐duplicate files, a yellow highlighted display as to what words are
similar between the searched document and the response document, and side‐by‐side comparisons
between the two documents.

How do I use the exported NearGroup ID to identify nearduplicates?
Using the Batch Near‐Duplicate process, every document in the set is scanned, and their closest
documents identified with a string in sorted Document ID order. If one or more near‐duplicate
documents are found, then the other documents in the batch process are also assigned a similar string of
closest matching documents – sorted in Document ID order. The sorted string of near‐duplicate
documents now functions as a NearGroup ID. If you export this list of near‐duplicates as a Metadata
field, and sort on the assigned near‐duplicate field from within the review tool, the documents that are
similar to each other will all be grouped by the same NearGroup ID.
If at any point the user wants to review just the near‐duplicates of the document in question, they can
de‐construct the NearGroup ID string, and do a lookup of each of the listed Document ID’s in the group.
Same for if the user wants to know what other documents consider themselves to be related or
contained by this document (email threading) – all the user has to do is search for the Document ID in
the other metadata fields, and then review the sorted list.

What are the performance issues?
Size of the data set:
As the number of documents in the data set increases, the time to search all the documents goes up by
only a small fractional amount. The reason for this is that all the search phrases are indexed once at the
start of the process. Individual searches can then be done in fractions of a second.
Size of the files being searched:
As the file size of the documents being searched goes up, so too does the length of time required to do
the searching. If a document with 4000 words takes 3 seconds to find its near‐duplicates, then a
document with 8000 words will take 6 seconds to find its near‐duplicates.
Number of inter‐related documents:
Within the data set being searched, as the inter‐relatedness of the documents increases, so too does the
time required to do a batch search. This is simply a matter of raw processing required. If there are on
average 10 candidate matching documents per search file in a 100 document set (1000 comparisons),
that process is going to go a lot faster than if there are on average 100 candidate matching documents
per search file in a 100 document set (10,000 comparisons).
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Identification and removal of boiler plate strings.
Here's an example Boiler Plate text string containing 99 words:
This message is for informational purposes only and intended only for the designated
recipient. It should not be relied upon or regarded as an offer to sell or as a
solicitation of an offer to buy any product, as an official confirmation or statement
of XYZ or its affiliates. With respect to indicative values, no presentation is made
that any transaction can be effected at the values provided and the values provided
are not necessarily the values carried on XYZ's books and records. XYZ shall not
be liable for the provision of this information, its completeness or accuracy.
Because of the size of the boiler plate relative to the message size (and the possible duplication of these
strings in the message), without knowing anything else, Discovery Assistant will say that all the emails of
200 words or less are 'near‐duplicates', as at least 50% of the message is the same.
If there are 2000 emails all with this same boilerplate message tacked onto the end of the message, then
every file from this group searched by Discovery Assistant is going to return 2000 near‐duplicates that
have to be processed. 2000 x 2000 search comparisons is a large number, and things will appear to bog
down.
If things do start to bog down, then a human operator can review the results, and identify common
boilerplate strings found in the matching data. The batch search can then be re‐started with these
boilerplate messages removed.
Removing the boiler plate strings significantly speeds up the near‐duplicate detection process, as the
number of near‐duplicate files found for each item searched is vastly reduced. Removing boilerplate
strings can also significantly improve the match percentage between documents, as we are no longer
including phrases that have no real contextual meaning.

Other issues of note:
OCR'd documents
Documents that have been scanned, then OCR’ed (converted to text using Optical Character Recognition
software) can have error rates as high as 98%. A character recognition error rate of 98% translates to
every 10th word is incorrect.
Finding Email threads
In most cases, users that respond to an email query will copy the contents of the original email into the
response, and then include their answer at the top. If you were to group all the related emails that were
sent back and forth, the total set would be called an email thread. Ideally the last of the emails sent in
the thread is the document of most importance. Identifying and grouping near‐duplicate documents is
the first step in identifying the final email thread.
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UNICODE support
If converting documents without TIFF’ing, document contents are reduced to UTF8 formatting. If the
document has been scanned or TIFF’ed, the document contents are reduced to ASCII.
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User Interface Details:
Near‐Duplicates Search Dialog:

Search Settings:
Precision – number of words in a phrase.
Min. Match Percent ‐ minimum % duplicate to be considered a hit.
Min Contained Percent – minimum % contained content to be considered a hit.
Boiler Plate strings to remove – list of strings to remove from the search strings.
Search Text – text contents of the file that is being searched for.
Fine Tuning:
Max # of Files to Retrieve – upper limit of files to be returned as matches.
Min # of phrases to search – minimum number of phrases in a file for it to be searched.
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Max # of Phrases to Search – max number of phrases to check before being considered a match.
Max length of search requests – max buffered search request size, in search words.
Min Optimization Percent – discard optimization processing on files with less than x% matching.
Near‐Duplicates Results Preview Max Size – max number of files to display in Results dialog.

Near‐Duplicates Results Dialog:

Search Results:
Selected – meet the minimum match criteria (near‐duplicate OR contained file).
FileID – Discovery Assistant Document ID.
Name – Discovery Assistant descriptive name of file.
Max. Run – max length of longest matching phrase.
Phrase Hits – total number of 3 word phrase hits in the file (includes over‐laps count).
Word Hits – total number of 1 word hits in the file.
Word Count – total number of words indexed in the file.
% Match – total percentage of matching words between the two files.
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% Contain – total percent of search file contained in found file.
Mod Date – Discovery Assistant modification date of file.
Byte size – byte size of the original source file.
Matching Text display:
Diff Highlight – if ON, then differences between files is highlighted in red.
Source file display – image of file being searched.
Buttons:
Use Current File – re‐do the search using the currently highlighted result file.
Open Source – open a copy of the source file.
View Text – view a copy of the extracted (and indexed) text.
View Tiff – view a copy of the imaged file (if available).

Batch Processing Settings:

UserField – name of the column field in Discovery Assistant to write the strings to.
Overwrite / append – create a new string, or append to an existing string.
Prefix – starting descriptor in the string (for sorting purposes).
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Terms ‐ one or more of the following terms used to create the NearGroup ID:
……….%ProjectID% %FileID% %PercentMatch% %PercentContained%.

For more information on near‐duplicate detection, and to download a demo version of Discovery
Assistant, Contact:
ImageMAKER Development Inc.
416 6th St. Suite 102
New Westminster, B.C. V3L 3B2
www.DiscoveryAssistant.com
sales: 604 525‐2170
sales@DiscoveryAssistant.com
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